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The purpose of this letter is for Westinghouse Electric Company (Westinghouse) to notify the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) of its plans to restart the Uranium Recovery and Recycling 
Services (URRS) equipment at the Columbia Fuel Fabrication Facility (CFFF). The URRS area includes 
some shared equipment with conversion processes, and although NRC permission is not required to 
restart the URRS equipment under the Confirmatory Action Letter (CAL) (Reference 1), for reasons of 
clarity and transparency, this letter documents our actions. The URRS equipment processes Special 
Nuclear Material (SNM) scrap material for re-use. Processing scrap material through the URRS area is 
essential to quantifying the amount of uranium in the material and ensuring that CFFF maintains safe 
storage of SNM. The URRS equipment discussed in this letter remained in operation after the shutdown 
of the S-1 030 scrubber on July 28, 2016, and certain URRS operations continued until August 21. 

The shared URRS and conversion process equipment includes the 1008 scrubber, the 2A/2B scrubber, the 
1016 vessel, and the quarantine tanks. Westinghouse has completed its reviews of items relied on for 
safety (IROFS), management measures, corrective actions required for restart, necessary physical 
modifications, and training associated with this equipment, as outlined in Reference 1. Specifically, CAL 
Item 3b was completed for the S-1008 and S-2A/2B scrubbers. No uranium build-up that challenged the 
safety basis was identified in these systems, and no physical modifications were required. Westinghouse 
intends to restart the shared equipment for service restricted to URRS operations for uranium recovery 
purposes upon receipt of your concurrence. The use of this equipment to support the conversion process 
will remain suspended under a Stop Work Order until Westinghouse receives the NRC's written consent 
for the restart of conversion process equipment as specified in Reference 1. 

The description of URRS operations in the Westinghouse Integrated Safety Analysis (Reference 2) 
remains valid. 

Given the common nature of the equipment listed above, to ensure there is no misunderstanding, and to 
ensure there is transparency for all stakeholders, Westinghouse will await the NRC staffs concurrence 
before restarting the equipment identified in this letter. 
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Westinghouse continues to maintain as its top priority the protection of the health and safety of the public 
and site personnel as it continues its recovery activities at the CFFF. We will continue to work closely 
with the NRC staff as recovery activities continue. If you have any questions regarding this information, 
please contact me at the number listed above. 

Sincerely, 

Y---~· 
Bruce Phillips 
Interim Vice President 
Westinghouse CFFF 
Docket 70-1151 License SNM -1107 
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